CFPB Bulletin 2013-08 (Fair Debt Collection Practices Act and the Dodd-Frank Act)

Date: July 10, 2013

Subject: Representations Regarding Effect of Debt Payments on Credit Reports and Scores

In response to recent practices observed during supervisory examinations and enforcement investigations, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB or Bureau) issues this bulletin to provide guidance to creditors, debt buyers, and third-party collectors about compliance with the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (FDCPA)\(^1\) and sections 1031 and 1036 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 (Dodd-Frank Act)\(^2\) when making representations about the impact that payments on debts in collection may have on credit reports and credit scores.

A. Legal Background

The Dodd-Frank Act granted the CFPB authority to issue regulations and guidance related to the FDCPA and Title X of the Dodd-Frank Act.\(^3\) The FDCPA makes it illegal for a debt collector to “use any false, deceptive, or misleading representation or means in connection with the collection of any debt.”\(^4\) In addition, it is illegal for any covered person or service provider of consumer financial products or services to engage in any deceptive act or practice in violation of the Dodd-Frank Act.\(^5\) The FDCPA and the Dodd-Frank Act together prohibit covered persons or service providers, including debt collectors, from engaging in deception while collecting or attempting to collect on consumer debts.

B. Deceptive Claims Regarding Debt Payments and Credit Reports and Scores

While communicating with consumers, creditors and debt buyers (collectively “debt owners”) and third-party debt collectors often make material representations intended to persuade consumers to pay debts in collection.\(^6\) Such representations may include, but are not limited to, statements regarding the relationship between:

- Paying debts in collection and improvements in a consumer’s credit report;
- Paying debts in collection and improvements in a consumer’s credit score;
- Paying debts in collection and improvements in a consumer’s creditworthiness; or

---

6 For the purposes of this bulletin, “debts” refers to debts in collection.
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• Paying debts in collection and the increased likelihood of a consumer receiving credit or more favorable credit terms from a lender.

Representations like those discussed in this bulletin are likely to be important to many consumers who view credit reporting as an important determinant of their future access to credit and other opportunities. Based on its supervision, enforcement, and other activities, the CFPB is aware that these types of representations are being made and is concerned that some of them may be deceptive under the FDCPA, the Dodd-Frank Act, or both.7

1. Effects on Credit Reports

One example of a potentially deceptive claim concerns representations that debt owners and third-party debt collectors may make about obsolete debt, which can be defined for the purposes of this bulletin as debt that the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) prohibits consumer reporting agencies from including on credit reports for most purposes due to the length of time that has passed since a consumer initially defaulted. The FCRA imposes time limits (usually seven years) on including information about debts in certain credit reports.8 A debt owner or third-party debt collector representing that payments on obsolete debts will result in the removal of information about the debt from the consumer’s credit report may well deceive consumers, because such information likely would not have appeared on reports for most purposes even if the debt had remained unpaid.

Another example of a potentially deceptive claim involves representations that debt owners and third-party debt collectors may make about non-obsolete debts. Payments on debts in collection will change credit reports only if debt owners or third-party debt collectors furnish information about the payments to credit reporting agencies and the agencies add the information to credit files and credit reports. If debt owners or third-party debt collectors do not furnish payment information to credit reporting agencies, then it may well be deceptive for them to make representations about how debt payments will be reflected on a consumer’s credit report.9

2. Effects on Credit Scores

Another potentially deceptive claim involves representations that debt owners and third-party debt collectors may make about how paying debts in collection will improve credit scores. Even assuming that debt owners and third-party collectors report payments on debts in collection to consumer reporting agencies, in light of the numerous factors that influence an individual consumer’s credit score, such payments may not improve the credit score of the consumer to whom the representation is being made. Consequently, debt owners or third-party debt collectors


8 Section 605 of the FCRA, 15 U.S.C. § 1681c. We note that there are exceptions to the general rule and, as a result, information about debts that are more than seven years old may appear under some circumstances or in certain consumer reports.

may well deceive consumers if they make representations that paying debts in collection will improve a consumer’s credit score.

3. Effect on Creditworthiness

A third example of a potentially deceptive claim involves representations that owners of debts and third-party debt collectors may make about how paying debts in collection will improve creditworthiness or enhance the likelihood that a consumer will subsequently receive credit from a lender. Potential lenders may use a variety of sources of information to assess the creditworthiness of prospective borrowers, including credit report or credit score information. Even where they use the same information, potential lenders may assign different weight to information in evaluating the creditworthiness of prospective borrowers. The nature and extent of the impact of a payment on a particular debt in collection to a prospective borrower’s creditworthiness may depend on all of the information potential lenders consider and how they weigh that information, factors that debt owners or third-party debt collectors often will not know. Debt owners or third-party debt collectors may well deceive consumers if they make representations about the nature or extent of improved creditworthiness that result from paying debts in collection.

C. CFPB Expectations

The examples of potentially deceptive claims concerning the effect of paying debts in collection on credit reports, credit scores, and creditworthiness set forth in this bulletin are illustrative and non-exhaustive. The prevalence of these types of potentially deceptive claims is a matter of significant concern to the CFPB.

Debt owners and third-party debt collectors should take steps to ensure that any claims that they make about the effect of paying debts in collection on consumers’ credit reports, credit scores, and creditworthiness are not deceptive. In the course of supervision activities or enforcement investigations, the CFPB may review communication materials, scripts, and training manuals and related documentation to assess whether owners of debts and third-party debt collectors are making these types of claims and the factual basis for them. In addition, the CFPB will assess whether additional supervisory, enforcement, or other actions may be necessary to ensure that the debt collection market functions in a fair, transparent, and competitive manner.